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ABSTRACT

Every business organisation involves some elements of risk. Unmitigated risks can result in lost opportunity, financial losses, loss of reputation, or loss of the right to operate in a jurisdiction. Like any other risk type, understanding business risks is quite important for every business to garner profits instead of facing losses. A business risk is a universal risk type; this means that every business in the world faces business risks. Therefore, it is imperative to understand the different categories of business risk in order creating the appropriate strategies. The aim of this paper is to describe the most important categories of business risks and to demonstrate that every type of risk has to receive equal treatment and consideration.
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1. Introduction

Risk implies uncertainty of profits or danger of loss due to some unforeseen events in the future. An entrepreneur may encounter risks in every area or function of a business [1]. Defining risk in the context of the business means that the risk must somehow be systematically related to how the business runs. Universally, every organization is measured financially and operationally. It stands to reason then that if we are going to measure risk in the context of the organization, we must use business terms and conditions to express that risk—because every organization is a business because they all take in money and they all disperse money. So it does not really matter whether the organization is a governmental body, or a non-taxable or taxable corporation. Each of these is a business and prepares measurements of its success or failure just like any other business [2].

Every organization has to define its own risks. If we are going to successfully evaluate risk in any business situation, we are going to have to use the parameters that are most closely associated with the subject matter. It is no secret that every business and organizational structure is unique in their own special ways. Therefore the data that is used to measure the risk will vary by organization, process, and functionality. Risk is defined as the probability of an event and its consequences. Risk management is the practice of using processes, methods and tools for managing these risks. Risk management focuses on identifying what could go wrong, evaluating which risks should be dealt with and implementing strategies to deal with those risks. Businesses that have identified the risks will be better prepared and have a more cost-effective way of dealing with them [3].

These risks are inevitable in a business and cannot be eliminated completely but they can be controlled through proper preventive and corrective measures of risk management. The process of management of risk involves:

- defining the objective(s) of the analysis, including the consequence measures of importance to the decisions;
- identification of the risks, of hazards and potential initiating events;
- evaluation of the risks, of the failure of each event, of the impact;
- choice of the right method for handling of risks or managing system risk through the application of controls, countermeasures, failure prevention and consequence mitigation using risk-based decision making;
- evaluating the aftermath of the chosen method [4];
- monitoring the results.

The primary objective of an organization, growth, will determine its strategy for managing various risks. Identification and measurement of risks are relatively straightforward concepts.

Businesses have several alternatives for the management of risk, including avoiding, assuming, reducing, or transferring risks. Avoiding risks, or loss prevention, involves taking steps to prevent a loss from occurring. Assuming risks simply means accepting the possibility that a loss may occur and being prepared to pay for the consequences. Reducing risks, or loss reduction, involves taking steps to reduce the probability or the severity of a loss. Transferring risk refers to the practice of placing responsibility for a loss on another party via a contract. The most common example of risk transference is insurance, which allows a company to pay a small monthly premium in exchange for protection against automobile accidents, theft or destruction of...
The following seven categories of business risk are critical for any business:

1. Operational risks;
2. Financial risks;
3. Strategic risks;
4. Market risks;
5. Country risks;
6. Compliance risks (legal liability);
7. Natural risks (environmental risk).

This is not to say that these are the only categories of risk that can or should be used, but they do encompass virtually all types of business risk that can be experienced. Bearing this in mind, we must consider all types of risk relative to these environments in any type of evaluation process.

### Operational risks

Operational risks result from internal failures. Any transactions or processes will fail due to poor design or inadequately trained personnel; they can also result from unforeseen external events such as transportation systems breaking down, or a supplier failing to deliver goods. Operational risk also covers the risk of fraud and the possibility that the business will fail to meet contractual obligations due to operational reasons. In this category of risks are also included: IT risk and data protection that are increasingly important to business. The Basel Committee defines operational risk as: “The risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and systems or from external events.”

Jameson (1998) reviewed operational risk definitions and indicated that the definition most frequently given in telephone interviews is “Every risk source that lies outside the areas covered by market risk and credit risk” [7]. This definition evidently includes both controllable and uncontrollable causes, and all ensuing events and losses, whether or not they relate to the processing of transactions.

Operational risk is intrinsic to financial institutions and thus should be an important component of their firm-wide risk management systems. However, operational risk is harder to quantify and model than market and credit risks. Over the past few years, improvements in management information systems and computing technology have opened the way for improving operational risk measurement.

In conclusion, operational risks are a uncertainty related to losses resulting from inadequate systems or controls, human error or management.

### Financial risks

Financial risks are associated with the business’ financial structure and systems and the transactions that the business makes.

Identifying financial risk involves examining the daily financial operations, especially cash flow. If the business is too dependent on a single customer and they have become unable to pay the debt, this could have serious implications for the business’ viability. The manager might examine:
how we extend credit to customers;
- who owes our money;
- how we can recover it;
- insurance to cover large or doubtful debts [8].

Financial risks also include:
- credit risk is an investor’s risk of loss arising from a borrower who does not make payments as promised. Such an event is called a default. Other terms for credit risk are default risk and counterparty risks;
- market risk is the risk that the value of a portfolio, either an investment portfolio or a trading portfolio, will decrease due to the change in value of the market risk factors. The four standard market risk factors are stock prices, interest rates, foreign exchange rates, and commodity prices. The associated market risks are: equity risk, interest rate risk, currency risk (foreign exchange), commodity risk;
- capital risk is the risk that an investor faces that he or she may lose all or part of the principal amount invested and the risk that a company faces that it may lose value on its capital. The capital of a company can include equipment, factories and liquid securities [9];
- liquidity risk is the risk that a given security or asset cannot be traded quickly enough in the market to prevent a loss (or to make the required profit).

Financial risk is the possibility that a business will not have adequate liquidity to meet its ongoing obligations, and this has both short- and long-term implications. Financial obligations include debt repayment, payroll requirements, dividend payments, government licenses and taxes. Obligations can also include more complex transactions, such as the ability to settle financial transactions in the capital or debt markets.

Financial risk encompasses the possibility that external sources of finance, such as debt or the ability to access the capital markets, may not be available when needed. This lack of availability could be due to poor credit ratings or operations in remote locations that are too risky for financial institutions to fund. The risk categories are not listed in the order of importance or prioritization. If they were, “financial” would probably be the last on the list of critical risks. The reason for this is that very few, if any, risks within an organization arise out of something that is purely financial.

There are some risks that are very financial in nature which in many cases are out of the control of the organization. These would be such things as adverse economic conditions, and others such as significant shifts in interest rates and foreign exchange fluctuation. However, these types of risk must be mitigated and/or eliminated by operational strategic initiatives within the organization itself [2].

**Strategic risks**

Strategic risks are those that arise from the fundamental decisions that directors make concerning an organization’s objectives. Essentially, strategic risks are the risks of failing to achieve these business objectives. Strategic risks are those risks associated with operating in a particular industry. They include risks arising from:
- merger and acquisition activity;
- changes among customers or in demand;
- industry changes;
- research and development.

Strategic risk is the current and prospective impact on earnings or capital arising from adverse business decisions, improper implementation of decisions, or lack of responsiveness to industry changes. This risk is a function of the compatibility of an organization’s strategic goals, the business strategies developed to achieve those goals, the resources deployed against these goals, and the quality of implementation. The resources needed to carry out business strategies are both tangible and intangible. They include communication channels, operating systems, delivery networks, and managerial capacities and capabilities. The organization’s internal characteristics must be evaluated against the impact of economic, technological, competitive, regulatory, and other environmental changes [10].

Strategic risks are determined by board decisions about the objectives and direction of the organization. Board strategic planning and decision-making processes, therefore, must be thorough. To take strategic decisions effectively, management boards need sufficient information on how the business is performing, and on relevant aspects of the economic, commercial, and technological environments. To assess the variety of strategic risks the organization faces, the board needs to have a breadth of vision; hence it is recommended that a management board be balanced in skills, knowledge, and experience.

**Market risk**

Market risks result from the danger of negative market developments (changes in the money and capital markets), which affect a company’s financial assets. Market risk is the risk that the value of a portfolio, either an investment portfolio or a trading portfolio, will decrease due to the change in value of the market risk factors. The four standard market risk factors are stock prices, interest rates, foreign exchange rates, and commodity prices.

The four standard market risk factors also include:
- equity risk, or the risk that stock prices will change.
- interest rate risk, or the risk that interest rates will change.
- currency risk, or the risk that foreign exchange rates will change.
- commodity risk, or the risk that commodity prices (i.e. grains, metals, etc.) will change.
Sometimes five risk factors are also considered: equity index risk, or the risk that stock or other index prices will change adversely.

Market risk is typically measured using a Value at Risk methodology. Value at risk is well established as a risk management technique, but it contains a number of limiting assumptions that constrain its accuracy. The first assumption is that the composition of the portfolio measured remains unchanged over the single period of the model. For short time horizons, this limiting assumption is often regarded as acceptable. For longer time horizons, many of the transactions in the portfolio may mature during the modelling period. Intervening cash flow, embedded options, changes in floating rate interest rates, and so on are ignored in this single period modelling technique. Market risk can also be contrasted with specific risk, which measures the risk of a decrease in one’s investment due to a change in a specific industry or sector, as opposed to a market-wide move. The market risk control process consists of a complex cycle of continually compiling business relevant data, and then interpreting these data, taking into account future developments (measuring, analysing, and simulating risk). All this data is then used to make decisions regarding actual finance instruments.

The market risk measurement is important:
1. because it is easier for the management of the information it provides information on the risk exposure taken by traders;
2. for setting limits - measures the market risk of traders’ portfolios, which will allow for the establishment of economically logical position limits per trader in each area of trading;
3. for the resource allocation it is important to compares returns to market risks in different areas of trading, which may allow for the identification of areas with the greatest potential return per unit of risk into which more capital and resources can be directed;
4. for the performance evaluation it is important to calculates the return-risk ratio of traders, which may allow for a more rational evaluation of traders and a fair bonus system to be put in place;
5. for regulations improve it is important to regulate market risk through capital requirements, private sector benchmarks are important if it is felt that regulators are overpricing some risks.

Country risks

Country risk is of critical concern in the world today, with almost every economic, financial and political crises or conflict threatening to exceed their initial borders. In the current state of world affairs, the economic and financial wealth and political power of a country are decisive for its dominant position in the international financial community and political status. Country risk relates to the likelihood that changes in the business environment will occur and reduce the profitability of doing business in a country. These changes can adversely affect operating profits as well as the value of assets.

Country risk reflects the ability and willingness of a country to service its foreign financial obligations. Such risk may be prompted by country-specific and regional economic, financial, political and composite factors. Country risk is of critical concern in the world today, with almost every economic, financial and political crises or conflict threatening to exceed their initial borders. In the current state of world affairs, the economic and financial wealth and political power of a country are decisive for its dominant position in the international financial community and political status [11].

Causes of country risk include political, macroeconomic mismanagement, war or labor unrest resulting in work stoppages. Political changes may come about due to a change in leadership, control by a ruling party, or war. New economic policies may be instituted resulting in expropriation of assets, nationalization of private companies, currency controls, inability to expatriate profits, higher taxes or tariffs, and a host of minor impacts. On a macroeconomic level, countries may pursue unsound monetary policy resulting in inflation, recession, higher interest rates, and shortages in hard currency reserves. Country risk varies from one country to the next. Some countries have a high enough risk to discourage much foreign investment. Country risk can reduce the expected return on an investment and must be taken into consideration whenever investing abroad. Some country risk does not have an effective hedge.

Country risk analysis is not an easy task. The analyst must follow standard procedures to ensure coherency in its studies, using reliable and useful sources of data, including rating agencies, official institutions and other several sources. After dealing with the macroeconomic, socio-political and financial aspects, the analysis has to clearly show the strengths and weakness of a country, in order to define a risk level and, consequently, a related price for the asset in risk.

Different rating agencies, including Moody’s, Standard and Poor’s, Institutional Investors, Political Risk Service (PRS), Lloyds, The Economist, Euromany and Coface, etc., publish their own country risk indices reflecting major risk concerns. Although their measures are based on different methodologies, and are compiled by different types of experts, they are highly correlated. Oshiro and Saruwatari pointed out that the ratings should be a better reference of sovereign/country risk than the simple quantitative statistical approach, because the rating agencies conduct exclusive interviews with both politicians and officers in the country, and make macroeconomic forecasts based on confidential information [12].

Compliance risks (legal liability)

Compliance risks are those associated with the need to comply with laws and regulations. They also apply to the need to act in a manner which investors and customers expect, for example, by ensuring proper corporate governance. The risk that legislation by the government could significantly alter the business prospects of one or more companies, adversely affecting investment holding in that company. This may occur as a direct result of government action or by altering the demand patterns of the company's customers.
Compliance risk is the possibility that the business will not comply with laws and regulations in the jurisdictions where it operates or that the organization will violate a legally binding contract. Noncompliance can be willful, or it can result from being unaware of local legal requirements [13].

It is important that the products or services could be made less marketable by legislation or taxation - as has happened with tobacco and asbestos products. For example, concerns about the increase in obesity may prompt tougher food labeling regulations, which may push up costs or reduce the appeal of certain types of food [8].

Juridical risks are mainly caused by the national legislation and, more seldom, by the international one which refers to a company’s activities. They can be:
- the risk of losing or destroying the goods and products;
- the risk of paying extra or increased taxes;
- the risk of economic or law penalty;
- the risk of having the business blocked [13].

The government can play a role in supporting people and businesses to overcome some of these barriers and create an environment conducive to the appropriate adaptation decisions. Adaptation decisions are not made in a vacuum – the options and incentives available are shaped by a range of non-climate related policies and institutional arrangements. This framework for thinking about the costs and benefits of adaptation, and the barriers to adaptation can help to provide policy design. Interventions to overcome barriers to adaptation can be assessed against three criteria:
- Effectiveness – the policy should reduce vulnerability to climate change;
- Efficiency – the benefits should outweigh the costs; and
- Equity – distributional consequences should be taken into account.

Natural risks (environmental risk)

The main shift in understanding environmental risk has been increased by the awareness of the potential consequences of climate change. Natural factors are the unforeseen natural calamities over which an entrepreneur has very little or no control. They result from events like earthquake, flood, famine, cyclone, lightening, tornado, etc. Such events may cause loss of life and property to the firm or they may spoil its goods. For example, Gujarat earthquake caused irreparable damage not only to the business enterprises but also adversely affected the whole economy of the United State.

The incident or catastrophe can be temporary or permanent in nature. It can occur incrementally or totally stop operations immediately. This risk category has to be recognized as a major exposure point for most organizations today. The unfortunate reality of the world today is that we must be prepared to deal with any and all undesirable circumstances. This includes, but is certainly not limited to, any type of business interruption and/or other type of catastrophic occurrence. Catastrophic events, such as fire, flood and major thefts, are rare, but it only takes one event to close down a business permanently if the proper coverage is not in place.

This has always been one of the most ignored areas of risk. It has always been the position of many corporate executives that “it will never happen here.” That position, of course, is no longer valid and as a result cannot be the answer when a discussion of this type of risk is brought to the table. Hopefully, the government, educational institutions, and all other major organizations have learned a lesson from the events of the past. The importance of this category of risk cannot be underestimated nor ignored. Anyone who makes that type of uninformed decision is seriously undermining his credibility as a leader or is simply ignoring his fiduciary responsibilities and reality [14].

Generally speaking, disaster risk analysis is an integration of hazard analysis and vulnerability analysis. When considering a problem of national scale, the scope of vulnerability evaluation should consider not only scientific and physical aspects but also the social and economic aspects of vulnerability that are recognized to contribute to the triggering of disastrous events [15].

3. Conclusions

Defining these categories of business risk is one of the most important exercises to be conducted when building a risk model. Everyone has his own version of risk categories and in many cases has developed them to coincide primarily with his line of business instead of being cognizant of a much broader base of risk.

Thus, business risk takes a variety of forms. In order to face such risks successfully, every businessman should understand the nature and causes of these risks as well as the various measures which must be taken in order to minimize them [6]. To recapitulate the operational risk is coming from of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and systems or from external events; financial risks include a multiple types of risks associated with financing including financial transactions that include company loans in risk of default, the imply downside risks, meaning the uncertainty of a return and the potential for financial loss; strategic risks are the current and prospective impact on earnings or capital arising from adverse business decisions, improper implementation of decisions, or lack of responsiveness to industry changes; market risks refer to the exposure to the uncertain market value of a portfolio; country risks refer to the probability that changes in the business environment in another country where you are doing business may adversely impact on your operations or payment for imports resulting in a financial loss; compliance risks are the current and prospective risks to earnings or capital arising from violations of; or non-conformance with, laws, rules, regulations, prescribed practices, internal policies, and procedures, or ethical standards; and the environmental risks are actual or potential threats of adverse effects on living organisms and environment by effluents, emissions, wastes, resource depletion, etc., arising out of an organization’s activities or the result from events like earthquake, flood, famine, cyclone, lightening, tornado, etc.

If risk management is to be effective and efficient, the board needs to understand the major risks that its strategies involve, and the major problems that could occur with its operations. Risk and initiative cannot be separated from business decision making; however, directors can ensure that a wide view is taken of risk management and thus limit the trouble that risks can cause.
There are not many organizations of any type that can sustain a long-term withdrawal from their customer or client relationship. It is essential for any type of organization to be deemed a going concern that is able to produce and sell a product to the satisfaction of their customers on a continuous basis. Any organization that fails to manage and/or mitigate significantly deep-rooted operational risks is in peril; there should be no mistake made about that.

It is important to bear in mind that no matter which types of risk categories we may use, it always comes back to one fundamental thing. The key to success lies in the ability to recognize the risks for what they are and to not fail to take the necessary actions to mitigate the risks or manage them effectively. We may classify the risks in any way that we may feel is appropriate, but the real issue is what we are doing about them.

The various risks that can be experienced by an organization are numerous, but the key to success is to determine a highly effective way of evaluating and managing them. We are striving to make sure that every type of risk receives equal treatment and consideration. Every organization has to define its own risk universe. This is not an exercise that can be done generically across a number of organizations. Every organization has a unique and distinct business model under which it functions. The uniqueness of the business model is what requires the custom nature of the risk assessment that is performed. Without a custom-based approach to the risk assessment exercise, any accuracy relative to the risk assessment will be suspect. When we talk about the risk universe of any organization, we are discussing all of the logical business subsets that could and do encounter risk. In addition, defining the risk universe means that we must take an inventory of all of the potential risks each of these logical business subsets can encounter. When doing this, a great degree of caution must be exercised.

Making a sound business case for having a strong risk management program has long been an elusive challenge for many organizations. In pursuing this goal, companies, now more than ever, would do well to begin by identifying their top drivers, then pinpointing the top threats to those revenue drivers, and by distinguishing between those that are predominantly downside risks and those that are predominantly variable risks. While both categories of risk deserve attention, companies may discover the effectiveness of their risk management programs are most effective if they devote more of their attention to controlling risk rather than transferring it to insurance companies. And the risks that can be most directly controlled are downside risks, the very risks that are most likely to threaten company’s top revenue drivers. When downside risks are dealt with first through prevention and control, it enables senior management to deal more aggressively with variable risks. In short they become more proactive and strategic with their risk management approach. By implementing an effective risk management program, companies protect their ability to compete and nothing is more fundamental to business success, said Craig John Franck in his article “Business risk management” [16].

Hence, business risk management, is a strategic process which helps and supports decision making at both strategic and operational levels in an organization, used in organizations to:

- consider the possible impacts of foreseeable significant risks on the organization’s performance;
- respond appropriately to internal and external changes in risk perception;
- devise strategic options for eliminating or controlling all significant risks and their impacts;
- link these options to the general decision and control framework used by the organization. In essence, this process therefore highlights the importance of risk assessment and control to the board and senior management of organizations, and ensures that both cost and risk are taken into account when management decisions are made and implemented.
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